Student Achievements

ABHIJITH K - Best Student Volunteer 2019, IEEE Kochi Subsection

EBEY ABRAHAM, AKSHATHA NAYAK, ASHNA IQBAL, KRISHNA MADHU - Project selected for final round competition of Malayala Manorama YUVA Master Mind 2018
Student Achievements

MUHAMMED SHIBIN - Short listed for Grand Finale of Smart India Hackathon 2019

JESMI LATHEEF - Best Paper Award in the 2nd International Conference on Recent Trends in Engineering and Scientific Technology - 2020
REUBEN JOSEPH - Founding member of the website “keralarescue.in” - An initiative by the Govt. Of Kerala, Kerala State IT Mission and IEEE Kerala Section
Student Achievements

ARJUN VIJAYAN, VYSAK S KUMAR developed Automated Sanitizing System - won Second Prize (Rs. 1.5 Lakhs) in ‘One MP One Idea’ contest conducted by Shri Jose K Mani, MP
WINNERS IN VARIOUS COMPETITIONS

• KAMAL JOHNSON, BALAMURALI M, ARJUN VIJAYAN, J.SHASHANK BABU developed an Automated Vendex machine and won the Most Popular Project Award for the Project titled in SRISHTI 2020, National Level Technical Project Exhibition & Competition.
FACULTY ACHIEVEMENTS

Dr. Sobhana N V - Best Teacher award (ISTE) - 2017

Prof. Unnikrishnan K. - Mentor of ‘One MP One Idea’ contest winners (1.5 Lakh cash prize)
FACULTY ACHIEVEMENTS

Dr. Sobhana N V - Research excellence award by STEM Research Society
Awards
Dr Sobhana N V received the following awards:
Best Teacher Award by ISTE 2017-18.
Research Excellence award by STEM-RS 2020-21.

Publications

2021

Journal

Book Chapter

Conference

Sandhya, Sobhana N V, Shasidhar Koolagudi, Emotional Speaker Recognition using Spectral Features, Third International Conference on Advances in Electronics, Computers and Communications (ICAECC-2020), IEEE.

Tintu Thomas, Sobhana N V, Shasidhar Koolagudi, Speaker Recognition in Emotional Environment using Excitation Features Third International Conference on Advances in Electronics, Computers and Communications (ICAECC-2020), IEEE.

2019

**Book Chapter**

**Conference**
Sobhana N V, Aju Tom, Ontology based Place name disambiguation, WCSEM–9th World Conference on Applied Sciences, Engineering, France, International Conference on Recent Innovations in Engineering and Technology.

2018

**Book Chapter**

**Conference**

2017

**Book Chapter**

2016

**Journal**

**Conference**